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Abstract—This paper proposes a design method of stator
cores to modify the component ratio of space harmonics in
the magnetic field due to stator windings for 12-slot 10-pole
concentrated winding motors. The method inserts slit-like magnetic flux barriers in stator wound teeth. In fractional-slot
concentrated winding motors, the magnetic field due to stator
windings includes dominant space harmonics with a specific space
harmonic that produces drive torque. These space harmonics
give rise to undesirable effects that increase iron loss in cores
and eddy-current loss in magnets. For 12-slot 10-pole motors
with single-layer windings, the proposed method increases the
driving space harmonic and decreases dominant detrimental
space harmonics. This modification of the space harmonics
leads to torque enhancement and efficiency improvement. The
efficacy of the proposed method is determined by deriving the
winding factor, estimating magnetic flux distribution and motor
performance through a finite element method analysis, and
demonstrating the actual motor performance of a prototype.
Index Terms—stator slitting, fractional-slot concentrated windings, space harmonics, winding factor, permanent magnet motors.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RACTIONAL-slot concentrated winding (FSCW) configurations have attracted much attention as an alternative to
integral-slot distributed winding configurations in permanent
magnet (PM) synchronous machines [1]. In FSCW configurations, a small fractional number of slots can be selected
per pole for a high winding factor [2]–[8]. The fractional
number of slots per pole reduces the development of cogging
torque. The small number of slots decreases the cost of
manufacturing. The concentrated or non-overlapping windings
inherently provide short and low-volume end turns for low
copper loss and short axial length design. In addition, the
concentrated windings achieve a high slot fill factor and a
low cost automated manufacturing when they are coupled with
segmented stator structures [9]–[11]. However, the magnetic
field due to these stator windings includes dominant space
harmonics with a specific space harmonic that produces drive
torque. These space harmonics give rise to undesirable effects
that increase iron loss in cores and eddy-current loss in
magnets [12]–[16].
Many design methods of stator windings have been developed to modify the component ratio of space harmonics in
the magnetic field due to the windings. Multilayer winding
configurations whose number of layers is greater than two are
investigated to reduce detrimental space harmonics [17]–[23].
In particular, a three-layer winding configuration completely
eliminates the fundamental space harmonic for 12-slot 10pole machines [18], [19], [21]–[23]. In [24]–[26], the same
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Fig. 1. Cross section of a 12-slot 10-pole PM motor that has a stator core
with slits in wound teeth and single-layer windings (WT-SSM).

modification of space harmonics is achieved by a star-delta
mixed connection in series [27]. The star-delta mixed connection in series is a connection of 3-phase winding terminals
that is different from a conventional single-star or single-delta
connection. The connection provides two groups of 3-phase
windings that have a phase shift of 30◦ electrical or 6-phase
windings. However, these winding arrangements cannot reduce
several space harmonics without a corresponding reduction
of the driving space harmonic [21]. The winding factor of
the space harmonics is the same as that of the driving space
harmonic. The space harmonics are called slot harmonics
because their order is determined by the number of slots and
the number of poles [16], [21].
Several stator core structures have been proposed to improve
the component ratio of space harmonics. In [28], [29], the
widths of stator teeth are unequally adjusted to maximize the
winding factor of all space harmonics for a 12-slot 10-pole
machine with single-layer windings. This method determines
the width of wound teeth at the pole pitch. In [30], magnetic
flux barriers are precisely located in the stator yokes of 12slot 10-pole machines. For single-layer windings, this method
reduces the fundamental space harmonic and slightly increases
the driving or 5th and the 7th space harmonics. For doublelayer windings, the fundamental space harmonic is completely
eliminated with the slight decrease in the 5th and 7th space
harmonics. In [31], [32], magnetic flux barriers are inserted
into the middle of alternate stator teeth without windings in 12slot machines. This stator design can reduce the fundamental
and the 5th space harmonics and increase the 7th space
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Fig. 2. Cross sections of 12-slot 10-pole PM motors that have (a) a conventional stator core with single-layer windings (SL-CSM), (b) a conventional stator
core with double-layer windings (DL-CSM), and (c) a stator core with slits in unwound teeth and single-layer windings (UT-SSM).

harmonic. The modified component ratio of space harmonics
is suitable for 12-slot 14-pole machines. In addition, the
stator design achieves a so-called modular stator structure for
simplified manufacturing and winding process. The similar
modification of space harmonics can be obtained by inserting
magnetic flux barriers into all stator teeth [31].
In this paper, a design method that inserts slit-like magnetic
flux barriers in stator teeth, which is called stator slitting, is
proposed to modify the component ratio of space harmonics
in the magnetic field due to stator windings for 12-slot 10pole motors [33]. For 12-slot 10-pole motors with singlelayer windings, this method increases the 5th or driving space
harmonic and decreases dominant detrimental space harmonics, namely, the fundamental and the 7th space harmonics.
This modification of the space harmonics leads to torque
enhancement and efficiency improvement. The efficacy of the
proposed method is determined by deriving the winding factor,
estimating magnetic flux distribution and motor performance
through a finite element method (FEM) analysis, and demonstrating the actual motor performance of a prototype.
II. S TATOR S LITTING
A stator slitting method is described and applied to a 12-slot
10-pole PM motor with single-layer windings. Fig. 1 shows
the cross section of a motor whose stator core has slits in
wound teeth, which is designated as WT-SSM.
A. Concept of Stator Slitting
The purpose of stator slitting is to modify the component
ratio of space harmonics in the distribution of the air-gap flux
density due to stator windings [31]. The space harmonic that
should be increased is a specific space harmonic that produces
the drive torque. The space harmonics that should be decreased
are other dominant space harmonics that do not produce the
drive torque but rather generate losses. In the stator slitting,
slit-like flux barriers are located in teeth and their bottom yoke
parts to separate the stator core. If the slits are located in
yoke parts that adjoin slots, magnetic flux through the yoke

parts is developed little. This location eliminates the magnetic
effect of winding current in the slots that adjoin the slits. Slits
reduce the development of space harmonics whose wavelength
is longer than twice the slit pitch. For this reason, the slit
pitch is determined to be longer than the pole pitch not to
reduce the development of the driving space harmonic. The
magnetic flux corresponding to the reduced space harmonics
changes to flux corresponding to other space harmonics whose
wavelength is shorter than twice the slit pitch in cores with
a nonlinear magnetic property. The arrangement of slits is
closely associated with the arrangement of stator windings
because slits construct magnetic circuits for the flux induced
by the stator winding current. Therefore, the slit arrangement
is determined with the stator winding arrangement.
B. Conventional Stator Winding Arrangements
For 12-slot 10-pole machines, two arrangements of stator
windings are generally employed: single-layer and doublelayer FSCWs. Fig. 2(a) shows a motor that has a conventional
stator core with single-layer windings, which is designated as
SL-CSM. Fig. 2(b) shows a double-layer conventional stator
motor, which is designated as DL-CSM. The magnetic field
due to the stator windings includes the 5th space harmonic
as the driving harmonic that should be increased and the
fundamental and the 7th space harmonics as other dominant
space harmonics that should be reduced. The two winding arrangements exhibit different features [6] and generate slightly
different distributions of the air-gap flux density.
C. Arrangements of Slits and Windings
In the stator design of a 12-slot 10-pole machine, slits
and winding coils are symmetrically arranged not to induce
additional space harmonics. Under the condition that the slit
pitch is longer than the pole pitch, the slit pitch is determined
at 60◦ mechanical or slits are arranged in alternate teeth. To
achieve a symmetrical design, slits are located at the center
of the teeth and winding coils are arranged with single-layer
windings. Based on SL-CSM, two arrangements of slits are

TABLE I
E QUIVALENT W INDING FACTOR FOR THE S TATOR D ESIGNS

(a)

Order

SL-CSM

DL-CSM

WT-SSM

UT-SSM

1
5
7
11
13
17
19
23

0.2588
0.9659
0.9659
0.2588
−0.2588
−0.9659
−0.9659
−0.2588

0.0670
0.9330
0.9330
0.0670
0.0670
0.9330
0.9330
0.0670

0.0423
1.1824
0.7494
0.4753
−0.4753
−0.7494
−1.1824
−0.0423

0.0088
0.7159
1.2159
0.5088
−0.5088
−1.2159
−0.7159
−0.0088

For the double-layer windings such as DL-CSM, the distribution factor is derived [8] as
{
sin(15◦ ν), if ν is odd,
kdν =
(3)
0,
if ν is even.
(b)
Fig. 3. Air-gap flux density distribution due to a winding coil for stator
designs with (a) slits in wound teeth and (b) slits in unwound teeth.

The pitch factor is determined for each slit arrangement. For
the conventional stator designs without slits such as SL-CSM
and DL-CSM, the pitch factor is derived [8] as
kpν = sin(15◦ ν).

provided by the stator slitting. One is a stator design of WTSSM in which slits are located in the wound teeth, as shown in
Fig. 1. The other is a stator design in which slits are located in
the unwound teeth, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The stator structure
is magnetically identical to the stator structure in [31], [32].
The motor is designated as UT-SSM.
D. Equivalent Winding Factor
The effect of the stator slitting is theoretically estimated
on space harmonics in the air-gap flux density distribution.
The winding factor shows space harmonics in the air-gap flux
density distribution due to stator windings. In general, the
winding factor is defined for a stator core with a uniform
permeance distribution. Thus, the winding factor does not
represent the effect of the stator slitting. For this purpose,
a winding factor is introduced for a stator core with a nonuniform permeance distribution due to slit-like flux barriers.
In this paper, the calculated factor is called equivalent winding
factor.
The equivalent winding factor is derived in reference to [33].
The slits are assumed to perform ideal flux barriers to allow
no flux to pass. The equivalent winding factor kwν is obtained
from the distribution factor kdν and the pitch factor kpν :
kwν = kdν · kpν ,

(1)

where ν is the order of space harmonics.
The distribution factor depends on the number of winding
layers. The stator designs with single-layer windings, namely,
SL-CSM, WT-SSM, UT-SSM, have an identical distribution
of winding coils or an identical distribution factor. From [8],
the distribution factor is given as
{
1, if ν is odd,
kdν =
(2)
0, if ν is even.

(4)

Under the assumption of the ideal flux barriers, a coil current
generates the air-gap flux density distribution, as shown in
Fig. 3(a), for WT-SSM. The equivalent pitch factor can be
obtained as
1
kpν = sin(15◦ ν) − sin(60◦ ν).
(5)
4
For UT-SSM, the air-gap flux density distribution is generated
by a coil current, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The equivalent pitch
factor can be obtained as
1
kpν = sin(15◦ ν) − sin(30◦ ν).
(6)
2
The equivalent winding factor for the four stator designs
is presented in Table I. The winding factor whose order is
even is zero because the corresponding distribution factor
is zero. The factor whose order is a multiple of 3 can be
neglected because of the 3-phase balanced stator windings. For
single-layer windings, the stator designs with slits, namely,
WT-SSM and UT-SSM, have lower winding factors for the
fundamental space harmonic than the conventional design or
SL-CSM. The stator slitting can reduce the development of
the fundamental space harmonic. The stator slitting in wound
teeth increases the 5th space harmonic and decreases the 7th
harmonic. Therefore, the stator design WT-SSM is suitable
for 12-slot 10-pole motors. In contrast, the stator slitting in
unwound teeth decreases the 5th space harmonic and increases
the 7th harmonic. This implies that the stator design UT-SSM
is suitable for 12-slot 14-pole motors, which is consistent with
the results in [31], [32].
III. FEM A NALYSIS
An FEM analysis is performed to validate the stator slitting.
In this section, magnetic flux distribution and performance are
calculated for the 12-slot 10-pole PM motors with different
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D IMESIONS OF A NALYZED M OTORS
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Fig. 5. Air-gap flux density distribution for the motors without rotor magnets.
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Fig. 4. Magnetic flux distribution in the motors without rotor magnets: (a) SLCSM, (b) DL-CSM, (c) WT-SSM, and (d) UT-SSM.

stator designs, namely, SL-CSM, DL-CSM, WT-SSM, and UTSSM. The dimensions of the analyzed motors are presented in
Table II. The slit width is set at 2.5 mm to maximize the 5th
space harmonic for the dimensions. The width of slit teeth is
increased by the slit width to uniform the core width of all the
teeth. The materials of the cores and the magnets are modeled
to exhibit nonlinear magnetic properties.
A. Magnetic Flux Distribution
For the motors without rotor magnets, the magnetic flux
distribution due to stator windings is influenced by the stator
slitting, as shown in Fig. 4. The flux distribution is calculated
at the moment that a phase winding is supplied with a current
of 10 A and the other two phase windings are supplied with
a current of −5 A. In comparison with SL-CSM, the designs
WT-SSM and UT-SSM exhibit more flux loops around only
a slot. This corresponds to the increase of space harmonics
whose wavelength is approximately equal to twice the slot
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Fig. 6. Harmonic components in the air-gap flux density distribution for the
motors without rotor magnets; (a) amplitude and (b) amplitude ratio.

pitch. Thus, the slits can increase the 5th and/or 7th space
harmonics. The decreased number of flux loops that flow near
the center of the rotor core corresponds to the decrease of the
fundamental space harmonic.
The component ratio of space harmonics is modified by
slitting wound teeth. The density distribution of the air-gap
flux in Fig. 4 is calculated for the motors, as shown in
Fig. 5. Harmonic components in the distribution are shown
in Fig. 6(a). The comparison between SL-CSM and WT-SSM
shows that the stator slitting in wound teeth increases the 5th

B. Motor Performance
No-load electromotive force (EMF) is improved by the
stator slitting in wound teeth. Fig. 7(a) shows the waveforms
of a no-load phase EMF for the motors at a rotational speed
of 1, 500 rpm. For the motors with single-layer windings,
namely, SL-CSM, WT-SSM, and UT-SSM, the waveforms
have in common that inflection points appear at rotational
positions of approximately 4◦ and 32◦ . However, these EMF
waveforms exhibit different shapes near the top. In comparison
with SL-CSM, the maximum value increases for WT-SSM
and decreases for UT-SSM. The maximum value associates
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space harmonic for the drive torque by approximately 17 %.
Furthermore, this stator slitting decreases the fundamental
harmonic by half and the 7th harmonic by approximately
17 % as dominant harmonics that generate losses. However,
the comparison between SL-CSM and UT-SSM shows that the
stator slitting in unwound teeth decreases the 5th harmonic by
approximately 18 % and increases the 7th harmonic by approximately 21 %. Therefore, this stator slitting is not suitable for
12-slot 10-pole machines although the fundamental harmonic
decreases by more than 60 %. These stator slittings increase
higher order space harmonics such as the 11th, 13th, 17th, and
19th ones. The increased space harmonics contribute to the enhancement of machine vibration and acoustic noise. However,
these stator slittings decrease low order space harmonics of
the radial force density distribution, which are the main cause
of the machine vibration and the acoustic noise [34].
The modification of the harmonic component ratio by the
stator slitting is qualitatively consistent with the theoretical
estimation through the equivalent winding factor. The ratio of
change in the 5th and the 7th harmonics is almost identical to
the estimation. The slight difference is caused by the setting
of the slit width. The slit width is set at 2.5 mm in the
FE models and defined at 0 mm in the theoretical models
for the equivalent winding factor. The reduction ratio of the
fundamental cannot be estimated theoretically because of the
difference in the permeability of slits. The slits are regarded
as air in the FE models and ideal flux barriers that allow no
flux to pass in the theoretical models.
The stator slitting changes the ratio of the 7th harmonic to
the 5th harmonic. This is not achieved by only the winding
arrangements [16], [21] such as DL-CSM. For an identical
amplitude of the 5th space harmonic, the component ratio of
space harmonics is shown in Fig. 6(b). In comparison with
SL-CSM, the 7th space harmonic decreases for WT-SSM and
increases for UT-SSM.
Based on the component ratio of space harmonics, the
design WT-SSM has a potential to improve the performance
of 12-slot 10-pole motors. However, the design UT-SSM is
suitable for 12-slot 14-pole motors. In comparison with SLCSM, the design UT-SSM increases the 7th harmonic for
the drive torque and decreases the fundamental and the 5th
harmonics that cause losses in 12-slot 14-pole motors. With
regard to the fundamental, these designs with slits have such
reduction effects as the double-layer winding configuration or
DL-CSM.
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Fig. 7. No-load EMF for the motors; (a) waveform and (b) fundamental
component as rotational speed.

with the magnitude of the fundamental component in the
no-load EMF. The fundamental component of the no-load
EMF corresponds to the EMF constant. Fig. 7(b) shows the
fundamental component of the no-load EMF as rotational
speed for the motors. The designs SL-CSM and DL-CSM exhibit almost identical characteristics as theoretically estimated
by the 5th order winding factor. When compared with SLCSM, the design WT-SSM increases the fundamental EMF
by approximately 11 %. The design UT-SSM decreases the
fundamental by approximately 14 %. The increase ratio by
the stator slitting in wound teeth is approximately half of the
theoretical estimation because the slits in wound teeth decrease
the surface area of the wound teeth on the air gap.
Torque production is enhanced by the stator slitting in
wound teeth. Fig. 8(a) shows the waveforms of torque for
the motors at a q-axis current of 10 A on the field oriented
control. In comparison with SL-CSM, the design WT-SSM
increases torque for all rotational position without aggravating
torque pulsation. However, the design UT-SSM decreases
torque. Fig. 8(b) shows the average torque as q-axis current
for the motors. The designs SL-CSM and DL-CSM exhibit
almost identical characteristics as theoretically estimated by
the 5th order winding factor. When compared with SL-CSM,
the design WT-SSM increases the average torque by approximately 10 %. The design UT-SSM decreases the average
torque by approximately 14 %. Because of the same reason in
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Fig. 9. The stator of the prototype.
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Fig. 8. Torque for the motors; (a) waveform and (b) average value as q-axis
current.
TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE AT AN O PERATION FOR THE M OTORS
SL-CSM
Current
Current phase
Rotational speed
Output torque
Output power
Loss in cores
Loss in magnets
Loss in windings
Efficiency

DL-CSM

WT-SSM

UT-SSM

17.4 A
17.6 A
15.6 A
19.8 A
21◦
20◦
22◦
19◦
1, 500 rpm 1, 500 rpm 1, 500 rpm 1, 500 rpm
10.0 N m 10.0 N m 10.0 N m 10.0 N m
1.57 kW 1.57 kW 1.57 kW 1.57 kW
83.7 W
64.5 W
62.3 W
80.4 W
3.1 W
1.2 W
1.4 W
2.7 W
90.8 W
92.9 W
73.0 W 117.6 W
89.8 %
90.8 %
92.0 %
88.6 %

the fundamental EMF, the increase ratio by the stator slitting in
wound teeth is approximately half of the theoretical estimation.
The figure shows that the torque constant decreases for an
average torque of more than 8 N m. The decrease is caused by
magnetic saturation in cores.
The efficiency is improved by the stator slitting in wound
teeth. The performance at an operation with 10.0 N m and
1, 500 rpm for the motors is presented in Table III. Each
motor produces a torque of 10 N m for a minimized current
and a current phase of approximately 20◦ . The design WTSSM requires the lowest current to produce a torque of 10 N m
among the stator designs. The stator slitting in wound teeth

decreases the required current by approximately 10 %. The
design UT-SSM requires the highest current for the operation
with 10 N m. The stator slitting in unwound teeth increases the
required current by approximately 14 %. The designs SL-CSM
and DL-CSM require almost the same current for a torque of
10 N m. The required current reflects the loss in windings.
Hence, the design WT-SSM generates the lowest copper loss
and UT-SSM generates the highest copper loss. The losses
in cores and magnets are decreased by the stator slitting in
wound teeth. When compared with SL-CSM, the design WTSSM decreases the loss in cores by approximately 26 % and
the loss in magnets by approximately 55 %. The design UTSSM decreases the loss in cores by approximately 4 % and
the loss in magnets by approximately 13 %. The decrease in
the losses in cores and magnets is caused by the reduced
fundamental and the 7th harmonic in the air-gap flux density
distribution. In addition, with regard to the sum of the losses
in cores and magnets, the design WT-SSM exhibits a lower
value than DL-CSM. The decrease in the sum of the losses is
mainly caused by the lower 7th harmonic in the air-gap flux
density distribution in spite of the slightly higher fundamental.
Thus, the design WT-SSM achieves the highest efficiency. The
efficiency ηnum is given by
Pout
,
(7)
Pout + Ploss
where Pout denotes the output power and Ploss represents the
sum of losses in cores, magnets, and windings. The stator
slitting in wound teeth improves the efficiency more than 2 %.
The stator slitting in unwound teeth decreases the efficiency
because of the increase in copper loss.
ηnum =

IV. E XPERIMENTAL V ERIFICATION
The method of stator slitting is verified experimentally. A
prototype is constructed for the design WT-SSM. No-load
EMF, torque, and efficiency are measured and compared with
those obtained through the FEM analysis.
A prototype for the design WT-SSM is constructed, as
shown in Fig. 9. The dimensions are presented in Table II. The
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Fig. 11. Torque produced by the prototype.

gaps corresponding to slits are maintained by inserting plates
that are made of a nonmagnetic material or Polyphenylene
sulfide.
No-load EMF of the prototype is measured at a rotational
speed of 1, 500 rpm. Fig. 10 shows the waveform of the noload EMF. For comparison, the waveform calculated through
the FEM analysis is shown in the figure. The calculated EMF
coincides with the measured one.
Static torque of the prototype is measured at each rotor
position at a q-axis current of 10 A. Fig. 11 shows the
measured torque with the torque calculated through the FEM
analysis. The FEM analysis can accurately predict the actual
torque production of the prototype.
Average torque of the prototype is measured as q-axis
current at a rotational speed of 300 rpm, as shown in Fig. 12.
For comparison, the average torque calculated through the
FEM analysis is shown in the figure. In the FEM analysis,
the indicated torque is obtained by subtracting a no-load
torque from the corresponding electromagnetic torque because
the FEM analysis cannot include the influence of the noload torque. The no-load torque is measured by rotating the
prototype without input current at 300 rpm. The measured
value of the no-load torque is 0.10 N m. The electromagnetic
torque corresponds to the torque calculated through the FEM
analysis. The actual average torque can be predicted by the
FEM analysis.

The efficiency of the prototype is measured at an operation
with 1.00 kW and 1, 500 rpm. Table IV presents the performance at the operation for the prototype and its FEM model.
For each motor, the input current is minimized on the field
oriented control. In the experiment, the input power Pin is
directly measured with a power meter. The efficiency ηexp in
the experiment is given by
ηexp =

Pout
.
Pin

(8)

In the FEM analysis, the efficiency is given by (7). The output
torque in the FEM analysis is obtained by subtracting the
no-load torque, which is measured at 1, 500 rpm, from the
corresponding electromagnetic torque. The no-load torque is
0.18 N m. The FEM analysis overestimates the efficiency of
the prototype by 1.5 %. This is mainly caused by stray load
losses that are not modeled in the FEM analysis. Therefore,
the FEM analysis can predict the efficiency of the prototype
with a sufficient degree of accuracy.
The method of stator slitting is verified through the comparison of the measured and calculated results for no-load
EMF, torque, and efficiency. These results are consistent with
each other. The FEM analysis and its results are validated
to establish the efficacy of the stator slitting. The prototype
demonstrates the feasibility of the stator slitting.

V. C ONCLUSION
A design method to insert slit-like magnetic flux barriers
in stator teeth, which is called stator slitting, is proposed
to modify the component ratio of space harmonics in the
magnetic field due to stator windings. For a 12-slot 10-pole
motor, the stator slitting in wound teeth increases the 5th
or driving space harmonic and decreases dominant detrimental space harmonics, namely, the fundamental and the 7th
space harmonics. This modification of the space harmonics
achieves torque enhancement and efficiency improvement. The
efficacy of the proposed method is determined theoretically,
numerically, and experimentally. As a theoretical approach,
the equivalent winding factor is introduced to represent the
winding factor for a stator core with a non-uniform permeance
distribution. This factor indicates that the stator slitting with
ideal flux barriers in wound teeth can increase the driving
space harmonic and decrease the two dominant detrimental
space harmonics. An FEM analysis shows that an expected
performance is achieved by a 12-slot 10-pole PM motor that
has slits with a width of 2.5 mm in wound teeth. A prototype
demonstrates no-load EMF, output torque, and efficiency predicted by the FEM analysis. In addition, the comparison of the
stator designs clarifies that the stator slitting in wound teeth
is suitable for 12-slot 10-pole machines and the stator slitting
in unwound teeth is suitable for 12-slot 14-pole machines.
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